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Abstract
The proper design of the multi-junction solar cell (MJSC) requires the optimisation search through the vast parameter space, with parameters for the
proper operation quite often being constrained, like the current matching
throughout the cell. Due to high complexity number of MJSC device parameters might be huge, which makes it a demanding task for the most of
the optimising strategies based on gradient algorithm. One way to overcome
those difficulties is to employ the global optimisation algorithms based on
the stochastic search. We present the procedure for the design of MJSC
based on the heuristic method, the genetic algorithm, taking into account
physical parameters of the solar cell as well as various relevant radiative and
non-radiative losses. In the presented model, the number of optimising parameters is 5M + 1 for a series constrained M -junctions solar cell. Diffusion
dark current, radiative and Auger recombinations are taken into account
with actual ASTM G173-03 Global tilted solar spectra, while the absorption properties of individual SCs were calculated using the multi band k · p
Hamiltonian. We predicted the efficiencies in case of M = 4 to be 50.8%
and 55.2% when all losses are taken into account and with only radiative
recombination, respectively.
Keywords: Multi Junction Solar Cells, Current Matching, III-V
semiconductors, Auger effect, Genetic Algorithm
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1. Introduction
Among the third generation solar cell concepts, the multijunction solar
cells (MJSC) are the only devices with the proven efficiency [1], which exceed
the Shockley-Queisser limit [2], in the laboratory and small commercial setups. This is achieved due to much better spectrum matching than in the other
SC concepts [1, 3]. However, this concept still lacks the detailed theoretical
descriptions and understanding of major factors influencing the operation
and efficiency of such devices. The majority of MJSC models so far were
based on principles of the detailed balance and thermodynamics [4] [5] [6]
[7], with recent attempts to address the real SC’s material parameters [8]
The main conceptual message of the MJSC and a route to overcome
the poor spectral matching of a single-junction SC is to introduce subcells
with different energy gaps (Eg ) into the device [9]. Such devices consisting
of several solar cells (SC), i.e subcells, each of which with different Eg are
capable of absorbing the photons from different part of the solar spectrum.
Generally, this design is achieved by growing semiconductors with different
Eg on top of each other. The upper subcells are grown with a higher Eg
and absorb photons with higher energies. Each subcell is also transparent
for the photons with energies lower than its Eg . Such a concept provides
for the absorption of the higher energy photons in the upper subcells and
prevents them from being absorbed in the subsequent subcells to reduce the
thermal losses [10, 11]. Increasing the number of subcells to the extreme,
when the Sun spectrum is divided so that each subcell is illuminated almost
with monochromatic light, conceptually will allow the extreme efficiencies
[12, 13, 14]. The MJSCs with increased number of junctions, when compered
to the single junction SC, have additional significant benefit of lowering the
current density, and reduction of I 2 R series resistance loss. This lowering of
currents generated in subcells is due to spectra splitting between subcells.
In order to achieve the highest possible values of solar cell efficiencies,
the design parameters have to be optimally selected and tuned. To find
the optimal combination of these parameters, we used the drift-diffusion
model, with all parameters of III-V semiconductors, like the effective masses,
conduction band and valence band density of states, etc., calculated and
scaled as a function of the energy gap. This way we have formed a generic
material parameter set, which together with the detailed model of radiative
and non-radiative (Auger) losses, provides reliable basis for the description of
the underlying parameters of MJSC and its subcells. In our analysis we have
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optimised the pn junctions of an MJSC only. We assume the sufficiently good
anti-reflective coating with neglected reflection. In order to find the optimal
efficiency in such multi-dimensional phase space with conflicting requirements
and constrained parameters, we employed the global optimisation strategies
using the genetic algorithm as a driver to run the drift diffusion model as a
solver.
The main advantages of the genetic algorithm (GA) over other, more
conventional optimisation techniques based on gradient methods, is the robustness, stability, and ability to avoid being trapped (quenched) in a local
maxima during the search for the global one. The GA does not make any
presumptions about the objective function, and can be used safely when the
objective function is discontinuous, stochastic, highly nonlinear or has undefined derivatives. Furthermore, the GA is applicable when the parameter
space is constrained by highly complex and conflicting requirements or is
N -dimensional. The GA is very quick in locating the area, in a multidimensional parameter space, around the optimal solution, however unlike gradient
based methods, it takes them more time to reach the exact solution within
the located area.
The MJSC design parameters which were optimised by the GA are: thicknesses, impurity concentrations, energy gaps and optimal current through the
device under the current matching condition. In order to address effect of
radiative and non-radiative losses on the MJSC efficiencies, the optimisation was conducted for three characteristic cases. First, with the radiative
recombination only taken into account[15] [16]. Next, with the radiative
recombination and diffusion current [17]. And finally, with the Auger recombination together with the other two losses[18]. MJSCs were optimised as
series constrained, which means optimal currents of individual cells in MJSC
are equal. All predictions were carried out with the actual ASTM G173-03
Global tilted solar spectrum [19] while the absorption spectra for each subcell were calculated using the kppw parallel code [20]. Our results reveal the
influence of each type of losses to the overall efficiency. The model based on
the genetic algorithm predicts the efficiency of 55.2% and above in the case
4-junction SC in the radiative limit. This efficiency drops to 50.77% when
all losses are taken into account in the case of series constrained MJSC.
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2. Methodology
2.1. Theory
In the general form, the electron-hole pair generation in mth solar cell of
an MJSC can be written as:

g (m) (λ, z) = Φ(λ)[1 − R(λ)]

m
Y

!
[1 − Rk (λ)]

k=1

×

m−1
Y

!
e−αk (λ)(zk+1 −zk )

k=1

× αm (λ)e−αm (λ)(z−zm )

(1)

where Φ(λ) is the solar photon flux, R(λ) is the reflection coefficient on
surface of the MJSC, Rk (λ) is the reflection between two, k th and k + 1st ,
subcell in MJSC, αk (λ) is the absorption of k th subcell. In our procedure, we
assumed R(λ) = 0 and all Rk (λ) = 0, therefore the generations in the first,
second, ..., and mth subcell, can be rewritten as:
g (1) (λ, z) = Φ(λ)α1 (λ)e−α1 (λ)(z−z1 )

(2)

g (2) (λ, z) = Φ(λ)e−α1 (λ)(z2 −z1 )
× α2 (λ)e−α2 (λ)(z−z2 )

(3)

m−1
Y

g (m) (λ, z) = Φ(λ)

!
e−αk (λ)(zk+1 −zk )

k=1
−αm (λ)(z−zm )

× αm (λ)e

.

(4)

However, if the mth subcell is not thick enough, not all the photons are going
to be absorbed and some of the higher energy photons will pass to the m+1st
subcell, Fig. 1. In such a situation, in addition to transmitted photons, the
subsequent subcell absorbs photons with energies that are higher than its
band gap and lower than upper subcell’s Eg , and properly attenuated for the
thickness of the preceding regions in the MJSC stack too, see Fig. 1. The
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absorptions coefficients α(λ) are calculated using the parallel kppw code [20].
Actual III-V material parameters, such as refractive index, relative dielectric constant, effective masses and effective density of states were calculated
from the k · p theory and their functional dependence on Eg is given in the
Appendix.

Figure 1: ASTM G173–03 Global tilted solar spectra and attenuated portions of this
spectra in each of 4 subcells in 4-junction MJSC. It corresponds to the 4-junctions MJCS
analysed in Fig 3(c)

The general expression for the current generated in mth subcell is then:
Z zm,u Z λu
(m)
g (m) (λ0 , z 0 )dλ0 dz 0 .
(5)
Jν = q
zm,l

λl

where zm,l and zm,u are the coordinates of the lower and upper edge of the
mth subcell and λl and λu are the lower and upper light wavelength absorbed
in the mth subcell; for ASTM G173–03 λl = 280 nm and λu = 4000 nm [19].
In Eq. 5 index ν ∈ {n, dr, p}, where n, dr and p represent minority carrier
current in quasi-neutral p− region, majority electron and hole current in
depletion region and minority carrier current in quasi-neutral n− region, respectively. The expressions for currents in different regions of MJSC depend
on their geometry, material type, and impurities. For the pn homojunction,
those are the textbook expressions, and together with the boundary conditions, can be found elsewhere [17, 21, 22, 23].
(m)
Now the short circuit current in mth subcell, JSC , can be calculated as:
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(m)

(m)
Jsc
= Jn(m) + Jdr + Jp(m)

(6)

where Jn is the electron minority current in the quasi-neutral p region, Jdr is
the electron and hole majority current in the depletion region and Jp is the
hole minority current in the quasi-neutral n region.
Various losses existing in the MJSC are accounted in the form of the diode
equation:

 (m)
qV
(m)
(m)
(7)
J0 = Jsat e kB T − 1
(m)

(m)

(m)

(m)

Jsat = J0,Rad. + J0,Dark + J0,Aug.

(8)

where J0,Rad. [15] [16], J0,Dark [17] and J0,Aug. [18] are the diffusion dark current, the radiative recombination current and the Auger recombination current, respectively, given as:
(m)
J0,Rad

=

q[wn(m)

+

(m)2
(m) 8πni
wp ] 3 2
hc

Z

∞

α(m) (hν)2
hν


d(hν)

(9)

e kB T

0

(m)

where, α(m) (hν) is the absorption coefficient of relevant materials, ni is
(m)
(m)
the intrinsics carrier concentration, and wn + wp is the thickness of mth
subcell depletion region;


(m)
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(10)

where n(p)0 is the electron (hole) concentration in equilibrium, Sn(p) is the
surface recombination velocity, Ln(p) is the diffusion length for minority car(m)
riers, Dn(p) is the diffusion constant given by Einsteins relationship, and zn(p)
(m)

(m)

is the thickness of n(p) layer and zn(p) − wn(p) is the thickness of n(p)− quasineural region in the mth subcell. All parameters in Eq. 10, Sn(p) , Dn(p) , Ln(p) , n(p)0 ,
are the mth subcell’s material dependent. The total current in a solar cell has
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two contribution: the current due to solar irradiation and the dark current,
(m)
J0,Dark , due to voltage across the SC. Voltage drives majority carriers in the
opposite direction comparing to minority carriers driven by light. Therefore,
it is accounted as a loss.
In the Auger current we took into account the two most prominent processes in III-V semiconductors: (i) CHCC Auger recombination process in
which a conduction electron recombines with a valence hole, with the released
energy exciting a second conduction electron to a vacant higher conduction
state and (ii) CHHS Auger recombination process in which a conduction
electron recombines with a valence hole with the released energy exciting a
valence hole to the spin-split-off band; in both cases such that energy and
momentum are conserved:


J0,Aug. = q CCHCC Nd (zn(m) − wn(m) ) + CCHHS Na (zp(m) − wp(m) ) n2i

(11)

where CCHCC and CCHHS are the Auger coefficients given as:

CCHCC = a

m∗e
m∗hh

and


th =



~3
hc i
p
∗2
me Eg (kB T )3/2

m∗e
m∗hh


Eg



e2
ε0 εr Eg

2

(∆ + 2Eg )(2∆ + 3Eg )
(∆ + 3Eg )(∆ + Eg )

e−th /kB T

(12)

(13)

where m∗e and m∗hh are the electron and heavy hole effective mass respectively,
Eg is the energy gap, ∆ is the spin-orbit splitting energy, ε0 is the vacuum
permitivity, εr is the relative permitivity. If Eg > ∆ then a = (2π)5/2 , and
hc i = 23 kB T , and
√
216π 5/2 ~3 e4 m∗e (∆ + Eg )2 kB T −th /kB T
CCHHS =
e
(14)
√
ε20 ε2r m∗hh m∗so Eg2 th
 ∗ 
mso
(Eg − ∆)
th =
Eg
(15)
∗
mhh
(Eg + ∆)(3Eg − 2∆)
where m∗so is the effective mass of the spin-orbit band.
In n−type material electrons are the majority carriers. Hence, CHCC is
the most common type of Auger recombination. On the other hand, in
p− type material the majority carriers are holes, and CHHL and CHHS
would be the most dominant recombination processes. Since in typical III-V
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semiconductors, with energy gap larger then spin-orbit splitting, CHHS is
more dominant type of Auger recombination, and CHHL can be neglected.
The optimal current is then:
!
(m)
(m)

(m)

(m)
− Jsat
Jopt = Jsc

e

qVopt
kB T

−1 .

(16)

In our procedure we optimised the series constrained MJSC where all the
subcells have equal currents, while voltages are different and independent
from each other. Therefore, it is computationally more efficient to express
voltage as a function of current and maximise the optimal current. The above
equation, Eq. 16 now becomes:
!
(m)
(m)
J
−
J
k
T
sc
B
opt
(m)
Vopt =
+1 .
(17)
ln
(m)
q
Jsat
Under the current matching condition, currents in each subcell are the same,
(1)
(2)
(M )
i.e. Jopt = Jopt = ... = Jopt = Jopt giving the expression for the optimal
voltage as a sum of optimal voltages in the individual SCs of a MJSC:
!
M
(i)
Jsc − Jopt
kB T X
+1 .
(18)
ln
Vopt =
(i)
q i=1
Jsat
The optimal output power of a MJSC is then:
Popt = Vopt Jopt

(19)

and the efficiency of the device is
η = Popt /PSun ,

(20)

where PSun = 100 mW cm−2 , is the power of the Sun photons at the Earth
surface, with the AM1.5 and direct irradiance. All III-V material parameters
entering currents in the Eq. 18 were calculated from k·p theory and expressed
as a function of energy gap (Eg ). The accuracy is tested by comparison to
the material parameter sets collected in[24, 25].
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2.2. Global optimisation of MJSC: genetic algorithm approach
The optimisation of a MJSC is being done through the stochastic variation and selection of its parameters in order to achieve the maximal efficiency
of the MJSC, Eq. 20, as a target function. Due to the complexity of MJSCs,
a large number of optimising parameters creates a huge parameter space.
Such parameter space is often uneven and could contain plenty of local maxima/minima that could cause a quenching of the search algorithm, which
must be prevented in the successful optimisation [26]. It makes it more difficult for most of the search methods, particularly those based on the gradient
methods, to locate the global maximum. However the search algorithms
based on stochastic methods could reliably avoid such traps. Because of that
we opt here to use the genetic algorithm (GA) in our optimisations of MJSCs
[27, 28].
Parameters that we have optimised in our procedure using the GA are:
Jopt , the optimal current density (one parameter), zp , zn the thicknesses of
emitter and base in all subcells (2M parameters), the emitter, Na , and base,
Nd , doping concentration of all subcells (2M parameters), and the material
energy gap Eg of all subcells (M parameters). In case of series constrained
MJSC the number of optimising parameters is 5M + 1, where M is the
number of subcells in the MJSC.
Since the population of NI individuals in the ith generation of the GA
(i)
(i)
(i)
(i)
is given by a vector, X(i) = hx1 , x2 , ..., xNI i, where xk is the k th individual in ith generation; we can easily represent the 5M + 1 MJSCs parameters as a single, k th , individual of population in the ith generation as vec(i)
(i)
tor: xk = hJopt;1 , zp;1..M , wn;1..M , Na,1..M , Nd,1..M , Eg;1..M ik . The efficiency of
(i)
MJSC, Eq. 20, in ith generation is then rewritten as η (i) = maxk {f [xk ]}.
The nature of the GA, as explained below, provides for, η (i+1) ≥ η (i) . The
overall maximum in the procedure is then reached for the large number of
generations, NG , i.e., ηopt = limi→NG {maxi f [X(i) ]}. In our procedure we
always set NG to provide for the convergency of ηopt better than 10−5 .
Generally, each GA algorithm consist of three operators that prevent
quenching into local minima: selection, crossingover and mutation.
The selection operator chooses individuals for reproduction (crossingover
and mutation) based on their fitness, i.e., in MJSC based on the efficiency.
Before taking part in the reproduction, individuals have to be encoded. Each
actual material parameter is being converted into a binary string, genome,
while a set of encoded parameters is called the chromosome. The number of
9

bits used to encode parameters of MJSC can vary and in our case it is set to
5. It means that each genome has a length of 25 and each chromosome (5M +
1) · 25 in the case of series constrained MJSC. The chromosome selections is
based on the roulette wheel algorithm, where each member of the population
has a roulette wheel slot with a size proportional to its fitness. The relative
fitness of the k th individual in any given generation is f (xk )/f¯, where f¯ =
P
NI
k=1 f (xk )/NI is the average fitness. In our case the function, f , is the
efficiency function, η, Eq. 20. This way chromosomes which provide better
fitness will take part in reproduction more often and, therefore, have more
offsprings.
Crossingover provides for two parent individuals to be combined by exchanging parts of their chromosomes in order to create two new offsprings.
This way the new offspring can have better fitness than their parents, i.e., provides for η (i+1) ≥ η (i) . Since crossingover is the main search driver throughout
the parameter space in the GAs, its probability must be larger than 0.5. In
our case it is set to 0.85 to provide for rapid convergence.
Mutation changes chromosomes randomly and, thus, helps avoiding GA
being trapped in the local maximum before reaching the global one. Its main
purpose is to maintain a certain level of the genetic diversity of population to
prevent premature convergence. Since crossingover combines already existing
chromosomes, it could converge to a local maximum. Therefore, mutation
operator is essential in search for the global maximum. In our case mutation
probability is set to 0.005, although it can be set to variable mutation rates
between 0.0005 and 0.25.
3. Results and Discussions
In order to achieve the highest possible efficiency, the SC’s short-circuit
current has to be maximized and the SC’s losses minimized, while the light
should be absorbed as much as possible. Expressions that correctly describe
these contradicting requirements are very complex and it is very difficult to
identify how SC’s parameters are correlated, if at all, between themselves
when maximising the efficiency. For example, in order to have higher open
circuit voltages in solar cells, higher doping is required, which at the same
time can elevate some losses, i.e., the Auger current [18]. On the other hand
to suppress losses due to the diffusion dark current we need to maximize the
impurity concentrations [17]. Materials with higher energy gaps allow higher
open circuit voltages and lower losses, whereas, at the same time, reduce
10

short circuit currents. Moreover, in 2- junction SC there are 11 material
parameters, while for example in the case of 4-junction SC the number of
parameters for optimisation is increasing quickly to 21. Therefore, heuristic
optimisation is crucial for solving problems as complex as this one. Essentially, the GA drives the evaluation of the fitness-function, ηopt , for each set
of SC’s physical parameters and then applies the genetic operators to create
the new set of parameters inside the population with better fitnesses.
The total thickness of each MJSC analysed in this section was kept at 5
µm. This value was chosen to be long enough to provide for the absorption
of almost all Sun’s photons and in the same time few times shorter than
diffusion length, which would negatively affect the carrier collection otherwise. The minority carrier diffusion lengths are taken as Ln = 3 µm and
Lp = 10 µm, and surface recombination velocity Sn = Sp = 1000 cm/s. In
the Einstein’s relationships for the diffusion constants of n(p) material we
assume the mobility of minority carriers as a function of acceptor(donor)
doping concentrations as: log µn = 0.16(log Na )2 − 5.93 log Na + 58 and
log µp = −0.0575 log Nd + 3.416 [29]. All predictions presented are obtained
at T = 300 K.
In Figure 2 we show the maximum efficiency of MJSCs as a function of
the number of junctions, M . We have examined internal losses of MJSC
at various levels of sophistication and their effect on the efficiency in case
of: (i) radiative loses, (ii) radiative and diffusion losses, and (iii) radiative,
diffusion and Auger losses. For each of these regimes and for each number of
junctions, M , as one of the outputs of our optimisation procedure we plot in
the same graph the optimal arrangements of Eg ’s (symbols) for each subcell
in the MJSCs. It is evident that the effect of the diffusion dark current
is very small on the efficiency for all MJSCs considered. The effect of the
Auger recombination reduces the maximal efficiency in all MJSCs considered
for about ≈ 10% relative to the radiative limit. Such a large reduction in the
efficiency shouldn’t be neglected in the design of the MJSCs, and it can only
be more pronounced at the elevated temperatures (e.g. T > 300 K), often
encountered in real operating conditions. Moreover, it is important to note
that when the Auger recombination is taken into account, optimal energy
gaps for each subcell are slightly higher, and different from those predicted
2
(m)
in the radiative limit. This is the consequence of J0,A ∝ e−Eg /kB T , i.e., the
large Eg tends to reduce the contribution of the Auger losses to the overall
losses in the device, hence maximising the efficiency.
In Table 1 we have summarised our predictions of the maximal efficiency
11

Figure 2: Maximum efficiency of MJSC as a function of the number of junctions (left axes)
and the optimal arrangement of the Eg (right axes): (i) for radiative limit (dotted line
for η and open squares for Eg ), (ii) for diffusion dark and radiative losses (dashed line for
η and open triangles for Eg ), and (iii) for the radiative, diffusion dark and Auger losses
(solid line for η and solid circles for Eg ).
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Figure 3: JV curve for: (a) 2-junction solar cell with Jopt = 20.81 mA/cm2 and Vopt = 2.04
V, (b) 3-junction solar cell with Jopt = 16.19 mA/cm2 and Vopt = 2.98 V and (c) 4-junction
solar cell with Jopt = 14.11 mA/cm2 and Vopt = 3.60 V.
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Table 1: Comparison of 2-junction, 3-junction and 4-junction SCs with experimental results [30]

η [%]
2JSC
3JSC
4JSC

Rad. only
46.0
51.6
55.2

Rad. & Dark
45.4
50.8
54.0

Rad., Dark & Aug.
42.5
48.3
50.8

Exp. III-V
31.6 ± 1.5 [31]
37.9 ± 1.2 [32]
/

for 2-, 3-, and 4- junction MJSCs, when different loss mechanisms are taken
into account during the optimisation, as well as available experimental data
of the best MJSC’s [30], with the equivalent number of junctions and at
one Sun light concentration. Significant difference can be observed between
the maximally predicted and efficiencies of actual solar cells devices, Tab. 1,
highlighting the deviation of the spectrum matching in actual devices from
ideal one. Our optimisation procedure can predict exactly the optimal energy
gaps and also the optimal thickness of each subcell in order to achieve almost
identical short circuit currents through the device, Fig. 3. For example we
have achieved very small differences in our short circuit currents between
subcells; in 2- junctions MJSC Jsc1 = 21.253 mA cm−2 v. Jsc2 = 21.484
mA cm−2 , Fig. 3 (a); in 3- junctions MJSC Jsc1 = 16.407 mA cm−2 v.
Jsc2 = 16.761 mA cm−2 v. Jsc3 = 17.625 mA cm−2 , Fig. 3 (b); and in
4- junctions MJSC Jsc1 = 14.362 mA cm−2 v. Jsc2 = 14.357 mA cm−2 v.
Jsc3 = 14.883 mA cm−2 v. Jsc4 = 16.046 mA cm−2 , Fig. 3 (c). Such small
deviations between Jsc ’s and between Jsc ’s and Jopt suggests efficient use of
photo created carriers and its maximised contribution towards the current.
That proves the efficiency of the optimisation algorithm, too.
On the other hand, in actual devices, subcells in a MJSC have significantly
different short circuit currents, either due to energy gap availability from certain material combinations, or due to approximated thicknesses of subcells.
For the record efficiency devices [30], the measured short circuit currents are:
Jsc = 14.30 mA cm−2 for 2- junctions MJSC reported in [31] and Jsc = 15.25
mA cm−2 in 3- junctions MJSC reported in [32]. The overall short circuit
current in series constrained MJSC is limited by the lowest Jsci of individual
subcells. The reason for the low overall short circuit current could be in
one under-performing subcell and below optimal spectral matching. In Alta
Devices R 2- junction MJSC the Voc = 2.547 V, [31] is higher in comparisons
to our predicted, Voc = 2.229 V. This is due to photon recycling [33, 34],
which allows the higher voltages, and is not currently taken into account in
14

our model. However, in their device based on InGaP/GaAs tandem the short
circuit current is low due to relatively high Eg of the constituent materials.
Relatively high Eg is another reason for the above mentioned high Voc in the
actual device. In Sharp R 3- junction MJSC the Voc = 3.014 V [32] is lower in
comparison to our predicted Voc = 3.245 V. It is not surprising that with the
increase of the number of junctions the availability of materials and tuning
between relevant parameters in actual devices become more demanding. It
suggests also that our algorithm successfully suppressed major losses during the optimisation procedure, and opens room for further improvements in
MJSC designs.
In order to asses the validity of our method, we performed the optimisation procedures with parameters of the actual devices [31, 32]. In Alta
Device R 2-junction SC [31] the upper subcell is made of In0.49 Ga0.51 P, lattice
matched at GaAs, with Eg = 1.9 eV [24] and the lower subcell is GaAs, with
Eg = 1.42 eV. Taking the value of energy gaps as the only data available,
we have fixed them in our model and we let the rest of MJSC’s parameters
to be optimised. The predicted efficiency was 32.34%, which almost coincide with the measured, 31.6±1.5 [31]. If we compare values of Voc between
the real device and the one from our model, i.e., Voc = 2.547 V, [31] versus Voc = 2.355 V; such small difference can be attributed to the photon
recycling effect existing in the real devices and omitted in our model. The
Sharp R 3-junction SC [32], has the configuration of two upper subcells the
same as in Alta Device R followed with In0.53 Ga0.47 As as the lowest subcell
with Eg = 0.74 eV [24]. The efficiency predicted by our optimisation is
38.1%, which is again very close to measured, 37.7% [32]. The JV characteristics are presented in Fig. 4. Comparing results on MJSCs optimised
with fixed Eg ’s, dictated by actual material combinations in existing devices,
Fig. 4, with those fully unconstrained, Fig. 3 (a-b), the advantage of heuristic
optimisation is obvious. When all parameters are unconstrained the optimal
efficiency is dramatically increased, for ∼ 10%, due to much better adjustment of subcells absorption to the solar spectrum. If all subcells in the MJSC
are properly optimised, the deviations between their short-circuit currents,
(m)
Jsc , should be very small. Since in series constrained solar cells the lowest
subcell’s current defines the output current, a significant difference in short
circuit currents leads to non-optimal carrier extraction. Those carries that
are not extracted recombine and elevate losses. By detailed inspection of the
attenuated portions of sun spectra absorbed in each subcell, Fig. 5, it can be
observed how absorbing more photons does not necessarily lead to the higher
15

Table 2: Parameters of series constrained 2-junction, 3-junction and 4-junction SCs with
diffusion dark current, radiative and Auger recombination taken into account

M
2
3

4

m Eg (eV) zsc (µm)
1
1.740
3.703
2
1.136
1.297
1
1.922
1.727
2
1.387
1.993
3
0.949
1.280
1
2.010
1.427
2
1.502
1.119
3
1.120
1.524
4
0.713
0.930

zp (µm)
0.018
0.021
0.023
0.032
0.044
0.016
0.097
0.056
0.044

zn (µm)
3.685
1.276
1.703
1.961
1.236
1.411
1.022
1.468
0.887

Na (cm−3 )
5.046×1018
6.881×1017
6.138×1018
7.667×1017
1.679×1017
9.356×1018
6.884×1017
1.987×1017
8.544×1016

Nd (cm−3 )
6.819×1018
1.089×1017
7.884×1018
6.540×1017
6.340×1016
5.951×1018
5.094×1017
6.718×1016
1.301×1016

efficiency. For example, the 2nd subcell in Sharp R device happens to absorb
(2)
the smallest portion of the solar spectra, Fig. 5 (b), hence has the lowest Jsc ,
Fig. 4 (b). On the other hand the 3rd subcell absorbs the unnecessarily large
(3)
portion of sun spectra and produces too large Jsc current, detuned from
(2)
Jsc that defines the overall output current. The excess number of photons
only contributes to the losses that reduce Voc and undermines the efficiency.
To correct this, our model reveals that the 3rd subcell should be made of
material with larger energy gap, Fig. 5 (a). Such larger gap material will
prevent unnecessary absorption of the excess number of photons. This will
(3)
lead to lower short-circuit current Jsc , and in turn will lower losses, Fig. 4
(a). This discussion is supported with results listed in Table 1. The model
can be further tested against the set of electrical parameters that can be
extracted form measurements on real MJSC devices [35] and compared with
our predictions.
The full set of the results of our optimisation procedure, i.e., the optimal
Eg , the optimal thicknesses of subcells, the optimal thicknesses of p- and nregions, wp(n) , as well as the optimal acceptor and donor concentrations in
each subcell, are summarised in Table 2 . Those data can guide the future
experiment and indicate how much more efficiency can be achieved from 2-, 3, and 4- MJSC with targeted Eg and other optimised material parameter sets.
In Table 2 we can observe the trend that the higher doping concentrations
are accompanied with the higher energy gaps, finding correctly the balance
between various contradicting requirements imposed by our model for losses.
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η(%)
42.462
48.276

50.777

Figure 4: Predicted JV curve of our optimisation based on extracted experimental parameters of actual devices: (a) Alta Devices R 2-junction solar cell, [31] with calculated
Jopt = 14.77 mA/cm2 and Vopt = 2.19 V; (b) Sharp R 3-junction solar cell, [32] with
calculated Jopt = 14.32 mA/cm2 and Vopt = 2.66 V.
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Figure 5: ASTM G173–03 Global tilted solar spectra and attenuated portion of this spectra
absorbed by each of 3 subcells in 3-junction SC: (a) optimisation based on our model and
(b) optimisation based on real device [32]
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The maximal efficiency of MJSC can be increased by the light concentration. The best MJSC under light concentration are: 2- junction MJSC with
η = 35.1 ± 1.1% under 407 suns [36], 3- junction MJSC with η = 44.4 ± 2.6%
under 302 suns [37], and 4- junction MJSC with η = 45.7 ± 2.3% under
234 suns [38]. Wafer-bonding and mechanical stacking as methods for SC
fabrication proposed by Dimroth et. al. [39, 40], and Essig et. al. [41, 42],
allow manufacturing of MJSC with wider range of materials and, thus, more
efficient use of solar spectrum. Within this technology, the best 4-junction
MJSC is with η = 46.0 ± 2.2% [43] under 508 suns. Interestingly our algorithm predicts higher efficiency in all cases even for the light concentration
of one Sun.
4. Conclusions
Although the MJSC exhibits the record SC efficiencies, and is the only
concept among the 3rd generation solar cells with proven efficiency that exceed the SQ limit, they still have not reached their full potential. One of
the main reasons is either inadequate parameter selection or limitations in
material availability. The consequences are the spectral matching that still
deviates from the ideal and sometimes losses are higher than desired. To address these problems, we have presented the heuristic method based on the
GA in order to predict the main physical parameters of MJSC devices that
will maximise its efficiency. In our model we have considered the radiative
as well as non radiative losses, i.e., the diffusion dark current and the Auger
losses. The model is applied to III-V semiconductor materials in which all
relevant material parameters are scaled or functions of Eg . The presented
model provides a detailed description of processes in MJSC without any fittings and the GA allows for the rapid search through the vast parameter
space. As an output, the model predicts the optimal energy gaps and other
relevant parameters like impurity concentrations and optimal subcell thicknesses for MJSC under current matching conditions and under 1-Sun. MJSC
parameters obtained here can be used as a recipes to experimentalists that
could be followed in order to fabricate MJSC devices with improved efficiencies. Since the fabrication method is not specified in our model, only the pnjunctions were optimised, the epitaxial growth, mechanical stacking or wafer
bonding can be applied to grow the target structures presented here.
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Appendix
In III-V semiconductors all basic material parameters like, effective masses,
effective density of states and intrinsic carrier concentrations, can be scaled
to the energy gap of material. These relations can be derived from the k · p
theory. The expressions for the electron effective mass is:
m∗e (Eg )


= m0

2P 2
1+
3m0



2
1
+
Eg Eg + ∆

−1
(21)

where m0 is the free electron mass, Eg the energy gap ∆ the spin-orbit
splitting and P = −i m~0 hs|p̂|vi, is the optical dipole matrix element between
conduction and valence band states in Γ point. In the nearly free electron
gas model its magnitude is approximated with P ≈ ~(2π/a0 ), where a0 is the
lattice constant of the III-V material. Across the family of III-V materials,
2P 2 /m0 is surprisingly constant, [44] and good approximation is to choose
its value in the range between 21–26 eV. Next, the expressions for the light
hole m∗lh , heavy hole m∗hh and spin-orbit interaction m∗so effective masses are:
m∗lh (Eg )


= m0

2P 2
1+
m0

   −1
1
2
3
Eg

m∗hh (Eg ) ≈ m0 /2
m∗so (Eg )

(22)
(23)

 
−1

1
2P 2 1
= m0 1 +
m0 3
Eg + ∆

(24)

Further, effective density of states in conduction Nc and valence Nv band are
given as:
Nc(v) (Eg ) = 2

2πm∗e(h) (Eg )kB T
h2

!3/2
(25)

where m∗h (Eg ) = [m∗lh (Eg )3/2 + m∗hh (Eg )3/2 ]2/3 . The intrinsic carrier concentration ni is then:
q
ni (Eg ) = Nc (Eg )Nv (Eg )e−Eg /2kB T .
(26)
In III-V semiconductors the relation between the refractive index, n̄, and
the energy gap, Eg , can be approximated as:
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Figure 6: (a) Measured [24, 25] and calculated effective masses for several characteristic
III-V materials. (b) Measured [24, 25] and calculated effective densities of states and
intrinsic carrier concentration for several III-V semiconductors.

n̄ = KEgC

(27)

where K = 3.3668 and C = −0.32234. Those constants are obtained from
the regression fitting method used on the large set of experimental data on
refractive index of semiconducting and oxide materials, and it is valid in the
region Eg ∈ [0.1 − 8.5] eV. [45]. The relative permeability in Eqs. 12 and 14
is then taken as εr = n̄2 .
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